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Oral Care  Electric Toothbrush

Electric Toothbrush $25.00
 93 Reviews
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Here's something to smile about. Get free shipping on all orders over $50.

https://shop.smiledirectclub.com/collections/oral-care
https://shop.smiledirectclub.com/
05768
Line
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$25.00

Blurple

 

QTY 1 Free shipping for orders over $50

Add to Cart

Your soon-to-be favorite toothbrush includes all the bells and bristles – without the high cost. Its unique 3-bristle blend softly scrubs
and deeply cleans your teeth 50% better than a manual toothbrush, with a quadrant timer to guide even brushing all around. The
angled brush head can reach even the shyest molar, and the tongue scraper will help you say bye-bye to bad breath. 



Premium Fluoride Toothpaste - Whitening
$5.00

Add To Cart

Features

Brush directions

3-in-1 case directions



https://shop.smiledirectclub.com/products/whitening-toothpaste
https://shop.smiledirectclub.com/products/whitening-toothpaste
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People also viewed

Premium Fluoride Toothpaste - Sensitivity

 2 Reviews

Add to cart - $5.00

Teeth Whitening Kit - LED Light and 6-Month Pen Supply

 128 Reviews

Add to cart - $40.00

https://shop.smiledirectclub.com/products/sensitivity-toothpaste
https://shop.smiledirectclub.com/products/teeth-whitening-kit-with-led-light-and-6-month-pen-supply
https://shop.smiledirectclub.com/products/water-flosser
https://shop.smiledirectclub.com/products/lip-balm
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Water Flosser with 2 Flossing Tips

 7 Reviews

Add to cart - $35.00

Lip balm - 2 pack

 238 Reviews

Add to cart - $5.00

Glowing and Grinning Reviews

https://shop.smiledirectclub.com/products/water-flosser
https://shop.smiledirectclub.com/products/lip-balm
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See All Reviews

As seen in

    

Upgraded from a manual brush and
will never go back
Lifelong manual user here. I am so pleased i made
the switch to Smile Direct Club's brush - great
pricepoint, thoughtfully designed, easy to use. the 3
in 1 case is awesome for travel and every day. my
husband keeps his in the shower like a maniac, and
it even works in there. After a few weeks of use, my
teeth already feel cleaner and my gums look
healthier. Love it.

Jenni W.

    

Makes me feel like Goldilocks.
Everything about it is juuuust right!
This is the best toothbrush I have used. I was
previously getting another brush head subscription
and switched to try the SmileDirect Club Edition
Toothbrush. SO glad I did.

Alesia B.




